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Seismic Prospecting in Shales: Integrating Seismic Data to Extract Rock Properties

Cambrey Johnston, Weinman GeoScience – a division of Global Geophysical

Extracting rock properties from seismic data should be the goal of any processing and interpretation effort. Integration of various seismic data can improve one’s understanding of local rock properties in order to build a successful exploration plan, and this requires certain acquisition and processing parameters.

Seismic data offer a number of opportunities to understand potential heterogeneities in reservoir rocks. Seismic structure shows variations in thickness of the target formation, and can often yield information about gas or oil in place. Coherence and curvature attributes highlight lineaments associated with small-throw faults and possible fracture trends. Effective interpretation and 3D visualization of the target section can identify anomalies that may impact well positioning and reduce drilling risk. Amplitude variations can also highlight drilling targets, if the formation of interest exhibits an AVO effect. By linking the results of seismic inversion to wells and these seismic attributes, operators can increase their chance of economic success.
Proper acquisition and processing methods can make this information significantly more reliable. Collection of high frequency, high fold data with a focus on long offsets and full azimuth data are critical for us to determine anisotropic parameters. Layer anisotropy (VTI – Vertical Transverse Isotropy) and azimuthal anisotropy (HTI – Horizontal Transverse Isotropy) may help infer clay content and fracture presence. Rock property changes typically apparent in far offset gathers but muted in stacked volumes offer insight into the petrophysics. Careful attention to this aspect of the seismic acquisition enhances the overall image of the section, and provides fracture or stress information critical to planning drilling programs.

It is also necessary to address anisotropy prior to any AVO analysis or elastic inversion attempt. Far offset amplitude variations due to poor characterization of the velocity and anisotropy fields will lead to incorrect elastic parameters in the inversion. Rock property studies help indicate how well correlated the porosity and impedance are and thus, tell us how useful the inversion is in highlighting the best intervals in the formation. Ultimately, the proper survey planning, acquisition, and processing lead to more accurate rock property prediction and reduce drilling risk. The smart operator will utilize all the tools available to study the target section while recognizing the limitations of the technology.
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